Instruction

The print head cleaner is always a good choice for print head cleaning. After using the cleaner, please do a few times of head cleaning and let the print sit there for half an hour. The nozzle has been cleaned will back to work.

1. If the clog is not very bad, just suck about 1 ml cleaner using syringe, and connect the rubber tube with the printer nozzle. Push the plunger to inject the cleaner to the nozzle (1-2 times if needed). If it is very hard to push in, which means it clog very bad, just use one hand (with glove) hold the part where the tube connect to nozzle, then push it slowly.

2. When the clog is very bad, connect the rubber tube with the printer nozzle. After push the cleaner into the nozzle, we need soak the nozzle how about 30 mins (just leave the syringe here about 30 mins), then pull back the plunger, it will suck out the dirty liquid from the nozzle, and you can using some new cleaner to repeat the first step, your nozzle will be clean.

Get 1-2 ml cleaner. For some model printer, it require more, such as
Epson artisan All-in-one printer

Connect the tube to the nozzle

Push the cleaner into nozzle